
Combined One Time Closing

How to order a Combined One-
Time Closing within the PPDocs 
System.
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What is a “Combined Disclosure”?
When completing a One Time Closing, the original method is a Separate Disclosure. This being  a separate LE/CD 
for the Draw Period and a separate LE/CD for the Permanent Period. 

A Combined Disclosure would be to “Combine” both the Draw Period and Perm Period into one LE/CD for 
closing. 

Below are the differences between Separate and Combined Disclosures:

Separate Disclosure

Combined Disclosure 
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Rules and What to Expect

• IF your Loan Estimate is disclosed using Separate Disclosures, then your Closing Disclosure MUST also 
be Separate Disclosures. 
IF your Loan Estimate is disclosed using Combined Disclosures, then your Closing Disclosure MUST also 
be Combined Disclosures.

• To make the above rule even more clear, you cannot go from Separate Disclosures to Combined - LE to 
CD (or vice versa)

• Conventional and FHA allow the combined disclosure, but VA does not currently support the Combined 
disclosure. 

• Testing for the points and fees portion of the QM/section 32/section 43 analysis does become a little 
more complicated. With a split disclosure, we were able to designate some fees are draw period fees, thus 
excluding them from the analysis. In a combined disclosure, however, there are no more draw period 
screens. There is just a fee screen. So, lenders who are currently excluding fees in this manner, may find 
themselves in trouble with their fees being over the limits on combined disclosures. 

• Combined documents will assume the draw portion of the payments as the initial obligation, so the 
monthly principal and interest payment will reflect the initial interest only payment paid during the draw 
portion of the loan.

• QM also looks at the loan term. There is a toxic feature test for a 30-year loan. On a combined disclosure, 
we do not consider the entire loan amount, only the permanent. However, we also check to make sure 
that the draw period is one year or less. Failure to meet this requirement will cause section 43 to fail. 
However, a loan with a 1 year draw phase and a 30-year permanent phase will pass the loan term test just 
fine.
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PPDocs Updated Order Forms

With the changes to the One-Time Close program, our developers have updated our OTC 
Order Forms for separate and combined disclosures.  This Guide will show you the changes 
within our system.

*Please select the description/page to jump through pages*
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Changes to the Order Form: 

Loan Estimate: Loan Setup

Separate One Time Closing Combined One Time Closing
Answer the question “Do you want to disclose this 
Transaction on combined disclosures?” questions as “NO” 
on the Loan Setup screen. 

Answer the question “Do you want to disclose this 
Transaction on combined disclosures?” questions as “YES” 
on the Loan Setup screen. 

12/12/2018

When you have separate disclosures, our order form 
will automatically place the separate fields within your 
order as shown here:

However with  combined disclosures, our system will 
automatically combine fields within your order as shown 
here:
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Separate One Time Closing Combined One Time Closing
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Changes to the Order Form: 

Closing Disclosure: Loan Information

IF you are NOT ordering the Loan Estimate through PPDocs, then you will need to indicate whether you’re wanting 

Separate or Combined Disclosures in the Loan Information Screen instead of the Loan Setup Screen!
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If you need to have Combined Disclosures, you would simply 
select “Yes” and the rest of your Order Form will follow this route. 

If you would like to keep Separate Disclosures, you would 
simply leave this answer as “No” and the rest of your order will 
follow this route.  

As is the Loan Estimate version, when you have separate 
disclosures, our order form will automatically place the 
separate fields within your order as shown here:

However, again, with  combined disclosures, our system will 
automatically combine fields within your order as shown here:



Separate One Time Closing Combined One Time Closing
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Changes to the Order Form: 

LE/ CD: Loan Information/ Other Details

Both your Separate and your Combined Disclosure will need you to select an appropriate Loan Plan. When choosing a Loan Plan, it 
can be confusing on where to start. The Common questions range from “Do I choose an Investor that I always use?” to “What is a 
Loan Plan?”

Loan Plans allow PPDocs to appropriately pick the NOTE to use within your Documents. 

It is common for One Time Closing Orders to use our Flexible Bank Note from PeirsonPatterson, LLP. Our Flex Bank Note 
allows some flexibility on your Terms through the loan, including the ARM information. 

How to Choose this Loan Plan:

1. You will “Select” or click into the Yellow Box

2. Select from the Drop down menu “PeirsonPatterson, LLP”

3. Select the most applicable Note in your Listing.

4. Double Click or “OK” when highlighted
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NOTE: Your Loan Advanced should ALWAYS reflect 
“Full Upfront” on a One Time Closing. 
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Separate One Time Closing Combined One Time Closing
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Changes to the Order Form: 

LE/CD: Loan Information / Other Details

In addition to your Loan Plan, if you’re using Separate Disclosures, 
you will have two separate Calculation Methods to choose from for 
both the Draw Period and Repayment (Permanent) Period. 

Although, when you’re combining your Disclosures, you will 
have one combined Calculation Method to choose from for both 
the Draw Period and Repayment (Permanent) Period. 

After these sections have been chosen and all of your 
screens completed, you will have two drop down menus for 
your Loan Purpose to Print on Draw Period/Perm 
Period Disclosures in your OTHER DETAILS screen as 
shown here:

However, when you’re using a Combined Disclosure, you 
will go through all the screens  as usual, but your OTHER 
DETAILS will have only one drop down menu  under Loan 
Purpose to Print on Disclosures for your combined 
LE/CD.

If you’re unsure of what Loan Purpose to use, please see the link next to the drop down menu or HERE:
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http://www.ppdocs.com/TRID/FAQ.aspx#loanpurpose


Separate One Time Closing Combined One Time Closing
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Changes to the Order Form: 

LE/CD: TRID 2.0 (Loan Detail)

For both the Separate and Combined Disclosures the new TRID 2.0 regulations have been updated in our site 
and the following items are the updated Order Form sections: 
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• In your Loan Detail screen you will see two sections that allow 
two separate Construction Contract Amounts (CCA). 

• Here you will place either one OR two amounts. You do NOT
need to have in both of these sections filled with the same 
amount. 
[$0.00 is an appropriate value for the second CCA]

• The field labeled “Construction Contract #1 Description and 
Payee” will be where you can describe the payoff. 

• Once you’ve updated the Loan Detail screen with 
your CCA it will then get pulled directly into your 
Estimated Cash Due at Closing as a payoff. 

• If you have two CCA’s then both K.05 and K.06 
will be filled in with the separate amounts. 

• IF you do not fill in anything for the Construction 
Contract #1 (or #2) your descriptions will be 
shown as “Construction Contract #1 [#2]”

&

If you would like a more in depth look into TRID 2.0 changes, please watch our walk through with Nick Bailey, HERE.

https://ppdocs.wistia.com/medias/jvqxlpn6h0?wvideo=jvqxlpn6h0&foreign_data=mailchimp_campaign_id:43a1c1da1b


Separate One Time Closing Combined One Time Closing
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Changes to the Order Form: 

LE/CD: Escrow Account Setup

Escrow Account Setup 
will auto adjust to show 
both the Draw Period and 
the Perm Period.

Common question:

Q: How can I get the 
Escrows to start during the 
Draw Period?

A: Our system will auto 
input the First Escrow 
payment date to show as the 
Perm Period First Payment 
Date.

You will need to adjust to 
reflect the Draw Period First 
Payment Date shown here:

Just the same as the 
Separate Disclosure our 
Order Form will auto 
adjust your Escrow 
Account Setup  to have 
the combined Escrow 
Account instead of 
Separate.

Although it is a 
combined Disclosure, 
your Payment Table 
Preview will reflect the 
change when they start 
as shown on Page 15.

This will also include the 
payment shock notices 
consistently when 
appropriate.

NOTE:

The First Escrow Payment 
will still automatically 
reflect the Perm Period 
First Payment date.
You can adjust this date 
just as you would in the 
separate transactions. 
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Separate One Time Closing Combined One Time Closing
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Changes to the Order Form: 

LE/CD: Closing Cost Details

When using separate disclosures, you will have two separate 
screens for the Draw Period and the Perm Period. 

Draw Period screen will be Construction Closing Costs.

Perm  Period screen will be all other Closing Costs. 

On your Combined Disclosures all of your Closing Costs will 
be included in this one Closing Cost Details screens.

Both your  Construction and Other Closing Costs will be 
under one Closing Costs Details screen. 
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*As a Reminder of “What to Expect”*:

In a combined disclosure, there are no more 
draw period screens. There is just a fee screen. 
So, lenders who are currently excluding fees in 
this manner, may find themselves in trouble 
with their fees being over the limits on 
combined disclosures. Please be sure all of your 
fees are included in your Disclosure. 



Separate One Time Closing Combined One Time Closing
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Changes to the Order Form: 

LE/CD: Credit Breakdowns

When you’re separating 
your transactions, you 
have access to credits to 
each side of your 
Closing Cost Details as 
well as generalized 
credit for all Lender, 
Seller, and Other 
Transactions. 

These credits will 
automatically update the 
Closing Disclosure. 

However a quick 
reminder that your LE 
Lender Credits MUST 
come over to the CD as 
that exact amount. 

Tip: 
It is good practice to 
leave Lender Credits to 
the CD Side and disclose 
all fees as paid by the 
Borrower in your LE.

However on your 
Combined Disclosures will 
have all credits within one 
disclosure instead of two.

Just  as Separate 
Disclosures, credits will 
automatically update the 
Closing Disclosure. With 
the same reminder that 
your LE Lender Credits 
MUST come over to the CD 
as that exact amount. 

Tip: 
Itemized Seller Credits will 
still show on your LE as a 
borrower paid item, but 
will have the credit shown 
in your “Calculating Cash 
to Close” Section.
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Separate One Time Closing Combined One Time Closing
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Changes to the Order Form: 

LE/CD: Summaries of Transactions/Payoffs

Similar to your Closing Cost Details screen, you will have two 
separate sections designated for your Draw Period and Perm 
Period in your Estimated Cash Due/Summaries of Transactions.

Depending on whether or not you’re purchasing property, the 
sales price would be located in your Draw Period under “Sales 
Price of Property”

However, in your Combined Disclosures will only have one 
Estimated Cash Due/Summaries of Transactions to place all of 
your payoffs and/or credits. 

In this section, if you are purchasing a property, it will be located 
in your “Sale Price of Property” section equivalent to the Separate 
Transactions.  Payoffs and Credits will also be shown here.

Split disclosures have the advantage that they do not 
reference the other half of the loan. The draw period 
purpose and terms are disclosed to solely the draw 
portion, and the perm is solely the permanent portion. 

In a combined transaction, however, the loan terms are 
disclosed in terms of the first portion of the obligation 
(the draw period). So, where a split one time may disclose 
the permanent portion as simply a fixed rate loan, a 
combined disclosure would say that it is an interest only 
because it is looking at the loan in its entirety instead of as 
two separate transactions.
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Separate One Time Closing Combined One Time Closing
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LE/CD: Document Selection / Changes

You will receive the Two LEs/CDs when selecting your 
documents. 

This will have the Perm Phase and the Construction Phase as 
shown below 

Your combined disclosure will be shown as “Loan 
Estimate – Combined OTC TRID”

This will have both the Draw AND Perm phase shown as one 
Loan Term. 

*REMINDER*
The Combined Disclosure is available for the Conventional
and FHA. 

VA, on the other hand, does not currently support the 
Combined Disclosures and MUST be completed as a 
Separate Disclosure.  
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Separate One Time Closing Combined One Time Closing
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LE/CD: Additional Document Changes

2. If a loan is fixed during the draw period at a rate, 
then fixed in the permanent phase at a different rate, 
the product feature will read that it is a step rate with 
the initial term being the draw term in years followed 
by a “/0” indicating there is no subsequent change.  
The rules are clear that if a loan’s adjustments in 
interest rate are known at the time of consummation, 
then they must be disclosed as a step rate. 

The product term on a regular split one time closing with a 
12 month draw period will print 11 mo. Interest Only for the 
draw period product term because the 12th payment is the 
final balloon payment consisting of principal and interest. 

On a combined loan, however, the product will show the 
actual 1 year interest only because it is no longer considered 
a balloon because they are one transaction.
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In addition to the combination of the Purpose:

1. The loan term now includes the entire obligation, so 12-
month interest only followed by 360 monthly payments 
of principal and interest will read as “31 Years” 

NOTE: 
On a loan where the draw period is fixed, but the permanent portion is a 
floating rate or an ARM, the product term will indicate an adjustable 
rate, even though it’s not what happens first.

The Purpose will also have be changed from the separate 
“Construction” and “Refinance” (As shown above) to instead 
have ONE Purpose to print on the Combined Disclosure.

This will be determined by whether land purchase or a 
dwelling refinance are included. We print the draw period 
purpose because it is the most relevant to the transaction at 
the time they receive the combined disclosure. 



Combined One Time Closing
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LE/CD: Additional Document Changes

LE/CD: Loan Terms

The interest rate disclosed on the Loan Terms screen is the initial rate. For a 
combined one time, it will be the start rate of the draw period. If there is a rate 
adjustment, there will be a disclosure that it will change and when. 
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Balloon Payment:

The balloon section of the loan terms will no longer print a balloon solely for 
the draw term. Because the phases are combined, the draw term concluding is 
no longer considered a balloon. If the permanent portion of the loan has a 
balloon, it will be disclosed in the normal fashion

The Principal and Interest Payment is the initial payment, 
meaning the first interest only payment of the draw 
portion. It will also disclose the maximum principal and 
interest payment when the payments switch from the 
interest only amount to principal and interest payments. 

The amount disclosed, similar to the amounts disclosed in the projected payments table, assumes each period has the same duration. This 
figure will match the amount disclosed in the projected payments table since there is no longer variations due to number of days. With 
respect to the whether the amount can increase after closing, the CFPB clarified that the technical answer is NO, but the creditor may also 
answer as YES to reflect the nature of construction financing. We will continue to disclose this as YES as we have done for the past year.

Following the “YES” for “Can this amount increase after 
closing?” prompt, we indicate that it can adjust every month 
because of the nature of a draw loan. The outstanding amount 
can change with the first payment if they draw more of the loan. 
It will disclose when the loan will hit its maximum amount. If 
there is not a varying amount, it will simply be the point where 
the loan goes from interest only to principal and interest 
payments. It will also display the length of the interest only 
period. 



Combined One Time Closing
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LE/CD: Additional Document Changes

Projected Payments Table

The projected payments table will now encompass the entire loan obligation. The 
first projected payments column will display the draw portion of the loan. It will cut 
off when the loan switches to P&I payments. Changes in P&I is a trigger for creating 
new columns. If the permanent loan has an interest only (interest first) period, there 
will be a new column even if it is still interest only. The draw period interest only 
payments are based on ½ outstanding whereas the permanent portion is based on 
entire loan balance. 
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Projected Payment Table Escrow

If escrows are due during the draw period, the estimated escrow 
amount will be indicated in the first column of the projected payments 
table.  If the escrows are not due until the permanent phase, then the 
second column will have the escrow amount and the amount will be 
omitted from the first column.  Unlike the Separate Disclosures, they 
are disclosed upfront, even though they may not start right away. 
*Mortgage insurance will never start in the first column.

For comparison purposes:

Your ARM Projected Payments will look similar to the Fixed Rate, but will have 
additional columns for each change ranging from the Interest Only Term to each 
Interest Adjustment per ARM Stipulations as shown here:



Combined One Time Closing
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LE/CD: Additional Document Changes

Loan Calculations

The Loan Estimate comparisons table and the Closing Disclosure Loan Calculations table will look at the loan in its entirety. The 5 year totals will include 
the draw phase, and the APR will be calculated as a combined APR from both the draw period APR and the permanent phase APR. 
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(AP) and (AIR) Tables

AP: A Combined One Time Closing will show an AP table 
because the loan changes from interest only to principal and 
interest. 

AIR: On a loan with a fixed draw period rate followed by a 
different permanent phase fixed rate, the AIR table will be 
presented. A step rate will also include an AIR table. It will 
show regardless of whether it went up or down. If it is down, it 
will show a negative adjustment. It will omit the subsequent 
adjustments, as there are none. 



Combined One Time Closing
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LE/CD: Additional Document Changes
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The amortization schedule will also appear a little differently. Before, we did not amortize the draw loan, as we were unsure how 
to show an expected payment schedule with a varying loan balance. However, Appendix D section 17(c) allows us to assume ½ 
outstanding across the board for multiple advance construction loans. Now, we can show the interest only portion as the first
part of the loan. 

For instance, the amortization schedule might show 12 payments as interest only assuming half outstanding and on the 13th 
payment, the payments would go up to the P&I amount and the loan balance would increase to be full outstanding. Also, the 
regulations allow us to ignore odd days within certain limitations for true daily loans and allow us to make the assumption that
all payments are equal. Since we assume the draw portion of the one-time to be true daily, the amounts in the amortization 
schedule for the draw period will be appear as though they are calculated as scheduled, instead of assuming a different number 
of days each month. This should provide for an easier to understand amortization schedule and prevent unnecessary ranges in 
payments in the projected payments table. 

The amortization schedule will also include a “T+H” column, the taxes and hazard. This is for informational purposes only.



Combined One Time Closing
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Changes to the Order Form: 

LE/CD: Auditor

The Combined One Time Closing comes with a new set of Audits to Consider. The below Stop Audits you will see are strictly 
scenarios we cannot handle:
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The above screen shot items are located in either the Loan Setup, Loan Information, or the Loan Detail Screen. These will 
vary between the Initial Disclosures and the Closing Disclosure sides. 



Please contact support@ppdocs.com if 

additional assistance is needed.
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